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One or more doors won't open from the inside. Now what? The lock is most likely set to the
child safety lock so it cannot be opened from the inside. How to unset the child safety lock
differs per brand and type. My car radio does not turn on, now what? If your car radio does not
turn on, it will not receive any power. Check that the red wire is connected to the contact power
supply and the yellow wire to the constant power supply. Read more. The well-rounded Ford
Focus remains a top choice in an increasingly competitive segment. This year's thorough
makeover makes it even more appealing. Ford may not have always had the strongest entries in
the compact car segment, but the company's Focus sedan and hatchback have been steadily
improving in regard to looks, features and performance. The car's ascent continues in , as both
body styles receive a restyled hood, grille, trunk lid and available LED signature lighting. Inside,
the materials and dash layout have been improved, and for those in cold climates, there's now
an available heated steering wheel. Although the standard four-cylinder engine and choice of
two transmissions remain unchanged on the Ford Focus, there is an entirely new turbocharged
three-cylinder "EcoBoost" engine. It replaces the previously optional SFE package the
high-mileage version of the Focus in previous years and promises to be a fuel economy leader
in the segment. While Ford's engineers were at it, they also recalibrated the Focus' suspension,
made a rearview camera standard and brought a slew of new safety options to the stalwart
compact including blind-spot monitoring and lane-departure warnings. Finally, the automated
parallel parking system returns and Ford's Sync and MyFord Touch infotainment controls
benefit from another iteration of improvement and refinement. As before, the Focus is offered in
a variety of trim levels and as either a four-door sedan or hatchback, so it is likely to appeal to a
wide variety of buyers. There's also an EV version, the Focus Electric, which provides about 75
miles of pure electric range that can be recharged in about four hours from a volt power source.
Still not something here for you? Well, there's also an especially sporty version, the Focus ST,
that's covered in a separate review. Though this year's updates have boosted the Focus's
already admirable levels of refinement and equipment availability, there are a few other cars in
the compact sedan class that are equally worthy of consideration. Chief among these is the
Mazda 3 , which is also available in sedan and hatchback body styles, and stands out for its fuel
economy, sharp handling and user-friendly electronics. Other smart choices include the
stalwart Honda Civic , the value-rich Kia Forte and the sophisticated Volkswagen Golf. All
received Edmunds. The Ford Focus is a compact car that's available in sedan and four-door
hatchback body styles. The high-performance turbocharged Focus ST is reviewed separately.
Move up to the SE and you get inch alloy wheels, automatic headlights, cruise control, power
rear windows, a trip computer, rear air vents, additional front headrest adjustments, a
six-speaker sound system and steering-wheel-mounted audio controls. The SE is the
hatchback's base trim. A number of optional packages are available for the SE. The A
equipment group a. Choosing A also allows you to order the Navigation with Sony and MyFord
Touch package that adds dual-zone automatic climate control, a navigation system, an 8-inch
center touchscreen and a speaker Sony sound system. The SE Sport package requires
automatic transmission, not available with A adds different inch aluminum wheels, rear disc
brakes, a body kit, foglights, paddle shifters, sport cloth seats and a leather-wrapped steering
wheel. The SE EcoBoost package adds all of this but requires a manual transmission paired
with the new-for three-cylinder turbocharged engine. Some of the above bundled items like the
new engine, MyFord Touch, satellite radio and power front seats may be ordered individually.
Also available are an exterior keypad entry system, remote start automatic-transmission models
only , a sunroof and rear parking sensors. Any Focus SE may be ordered with the SE Cold
Weather package that includes heated front seats, steering wheel and exterior mirrors. Spring
for the Focus Titanium and you get the contents of the A package plus the Cold Weather
package minus the heated steering wheel , and the Sony and MyFord Touch packages minus
navigation but with expanded Sync functionality as standard. The Titanium also has upgraded
exterior and interior trim, remote start, keyless ignition and entry, hill-start assist, rear parking
sensors and HD radio. The Titanium Technology package includes automatic high-beam
headlight control, a blind-spot warning system, rear cross-traffic alert and lane-departure
warning and lane keeping assist. Automatic parallel parking assist with the automatic
transmission is also available. Rounding out the Titanium's options are inch high-performance
all-season tires and a full-size spare, the navigation system and a sunroof. The Focus Electric is
equipped similarly to the Titanium, although leather upholstery and the power driver seat are
optional. The Electric gets exclusive xenon headlamps and LED taillamps as standard. The
front-wheel-drive Ford Focus has a 2. The S and SE models get a five-speed manual
transmission standard, while the six-speed automatic transmission is optional technically, it's a
dual-clutch automated manual that Ford calls "Powershift". The automatic comes standard on
the Titanium, though the manual transmission is still available as a no-cost option. In Edmunds

performance testing, a Focus Titanium with the automatic went from zero to 60 mph in 8. With
the manual, that drops to 8. The official EPA fuel economy estimates are strong throughout the
lineup. On the Edmunds mixed-driving evaluation route with an automatic-equipped SE, we
observed 33 mpg. New for for the SE EcoBoost trim level is a turbocharged 1. It makes hp and
lb-ft of torque. A six-speed manual is the only transmission available. The Focus Electric has a
kilowatt hp electric drive motor that draws power from a 23kWh lithium-ion battery pack. Power
is sent to the front wheels through a single-speed direct-drive transmission. In Edmunds
performance testing, the Electric went from zero to 60 mph in 9. The EPA gives the Ford Focus
Electric an energy consumption estimate of 32 kWh used per miles the lower the kWh number
here, the better , which is a slightly higher usage rate than the Leaf. But as with all electric cars,
actual range will be highly dependent on your driving style and environment. With a volt home
charger, Ford says the Focus Electric can be recharged in four hours -- about the same as a
Leaf. Standard safety features include antilock brakes rear drums on S and SE; rear discs on
the others , stability control, a driver knee airbag, front side airbags and side curtain airbags.
The Ford Sync system, which is available on all Focus models, also includes an emergency
crash notification feature that automatically dials when paired with a compatible cell phone. A
rearview camera and Ford's MyKey system which can be used to set certain parameters for teen
drivers are standard. The Titanium trim level can be equipped with the Technology package that
includes a blind-spot warning system, rear cross-traffic alerts and a lane-departure warning and
lane-keeping assist system. In Edmunds brake testing, a Focus Titanium with summer tires and
rear disc brakes came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, an impressive performance for this class. A
Focus SE with standard rear drum brakes and all-season tires stopped in feet, which is worse
than average. The Electric took feet. In government crash tests, the similar Focus earned an
overall rating of five stars out of a possible five , with four stars for total frontal-impact crash
protection and five stars for total side-impact protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety gave the Focus a top score of "Good" in its moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact
and roof-strength tests. The Focus' seat and head restraint design was also rated "Good" for
whiplash protection in rear impacts, and it received the second highest score of "Acceptable" in
the Institute's newer small-overlap frontal-offset test. The Ford Focus is one of the more
entertaining economy cars to drive around turns, particularly if you have the Titanium model
with the optional inch wheels and low-profile tires. Yet the Focus is also smooth-riding and
quiet on the highway. The 2. The five-speed manual transmission works well enough and gives
the car a sportier feel, though we wish it had a 6th gear to lower engine speed while cruising at
higher speeds. The automatic transmission has that extra gear, though buyers should note that
it's technically a dual-clutch automated manual and thus behaves a little differently from a
traditional automatic. Ford has recently improved this transmission's slow-speed "creep" to aid
in parking and driving in gridlock, while the addition of hill-start assist prevents you from rolling
back on an incline. These two changes handily address our prior criticisms. The new
three-cylinder turbo EcoBoost engine isn't as powerful as the standard four-cylinder, but its
healthy low-rpm torque output that shove you feel at low speeds helps the Focus feels peppy
enough in city traffic. At highway speeds, you'll find this engine exceptionally smooth and quiet.
For now, however, it's paired exclusively to a six-speed manual transmission, which might be a
problem for those who aren't accustomed to dealing with a third pedal. And because the meager
power trails off so quickly as revs increase, you'll find yourself shifting quite a lot if you're the
sort who likes to be at the front of the pack. You won't find any such issues with the Ford Focus
Electric. Its electric motor and direct-drive transmission result in silky-smooth power delivery.
Acceleration is impressive at low speeds, but tapers off considerably as speeds rise. Ford put in
extra effort at making the Focus Electric quiet, and indeed this is one of the quietest small cars
you'll find. Handling is noticeably dulled compared to a non-electric Focus, but compared with
similarly priced EVs, the Focus Electric makes a good showing and was awarded a solid
Edmunds. While the handsome exteriors of this sedan and hatchback might hook you initially,
it's the upscale cabin that will reel you into the Focus fold. The interior is attractive and quiet,
and the materials are among the best in this class. And although we've been critical in the past
of the optional MyFord Touch system, it continues to improve and evolve. The large
touchscreen combined with the truly useful Sync voice command system looks classy and
provides some neat customization possibilities. Make sure to try out both this setup and the
base "MyFord" system extensively on your test-drive to see if you could use it on a daily basis.
The Focus' front seats are supportive and comfortable over long distances. The rear seats offer
adequate headroom, but come up a little short in legroom compared to the accommodations in
many competitors. The sedan's The hatchback model remains the better choice for the
practical-minded, as it provides Due to its rear-mounted battery pack, the Focus Electric
hatchback drops to Quick Summary It was already one of our top-rated sedans in the compact

class, and now the Ford Focus gets updated styling, a smoother ride and an improved
automatic transmission. If you're shopping for a car in this class, the Focus is definitely worth a
test-drive. What Is It? For , the Ford Focus receives a slight makeover that brings this compact
sedan and hatchback up to date with its corporate siblings. In addition to the styling updates,
the previously clunky automatic transmission has been improved, as has the ride quality,
courtesy of a retuned suspension. Feature highlights include power front windows,
air-conditioning, a rearview camera and Ford's Sync voice activation system. Other Focus
variants include a slightly more fuel-efficient 1. How Does It Drive? With the standard 2. This is
slower than competitors and even the last Focus we tested, but still adequate when merging
onto highways. In previous years, the Focus' finicky automated manual transmission would
allow the car to roll backward on hill starts and hesitate when creeping forward at very low
speeds. Improvements to the transmission eliminate these issues, making it feel more like a
conventional automatic. With light pressure on the pedal, the Focus gathers speed smoothly
but leisurely. An aggressive stomp results in a responsive initial launch, followed by rather slow
gearchanges. In these conditions, acceleration is predictable, but moderate pedal application
has a tendency to produce unexpected lurches and power surges. When passing slower traffic,
the transmission is slow to react but eventually drops to lower gears. The brake pedal is
reassuringly firm and predictable no matter the speed. In Edmunds panic brake tests, the Focus
came to a stop from 60 mph in a class-average feet, and these distances remained remarkably
consistent after several passes. There is a noticeable amount of body roll when cornering, but
no residual rebounding once the car is eased into a bend. The tires howl quite loudly long
before the limits are reached and even in this middle-of-the-road model, it can be somewhat
entertaining to drive quickly. Is It Comfortable? Whether on a long stretch of open highway or
rutted city pavement, the Ford Focus does an admirable job of isolating its occupants from the
environment. Large and small road imperfections are smoothed over with little
acknowledgement. The fact that there's very little wind and road noise further reduces fatigue
on long road trips. Its front seats provide ample support, and there's enough adjustment range
to accommodate small and large drivers alike, and after several hours behind the wheel the
cloth seats never feel stifling. Of the few comfort-related complaints we have, the thinly padded
door armrests and hard plastic center console can create some bothersome pressure points on
the elbows and knees. The rear seats are accommodating enough for adults, and the elevated
cushions afford a decent view forward over the front passengers' shoulders. How Well
Designed Is the Interior? Materials quality throughout the Focus' cabin is as good or better than
average for the class, though there was a pervasive and sour "new car" chemical smell. The
overall design of the interior is very similar to the previous model, but there are some
noteworthy improvements. The audio controls now feature a more logical layout and fewer
buttons for easier operation. The color display is quite small, but its placement atop the dash
and clear resolution allow the driver to read the contents in a quick glance. Sound quality from
the midlevel system is clean and powerful enough to satisfy most listeners. The split-folding
rear seats are also new for , replacing the previous single seatback for added flexibility. Trunk
capacity tops out at The rear seats don't quite fold flat to accommodate longer objects, and care
should be taken to avoid the bare metal stampings between the cargo and passenger areas.
Interior storage is limited to a handful of small bins and pockets, which are just big enough to
carry some personal effects. The Focus with the automatic transmission and the 2. Our results
support these estimates, as we averaged On our highway-heavy evaluation loop, we managed
to exceed expectations with a mpg average over miles. What Safety Features Are Available?
Focus models in S and SE trims come with front antilock disc and rear drum brakes. The more
effective rear disc brakes are optional. Standard on all Focus models are stability control, a
driver knee airbag, a rearview camera and emergency telematics through compatible and paired
cell phones. Also included is Ford's MyKey system that allows parents to set speed and audio
volume limits for teen drivers, encourages seatbelt usage with more aggressive warnings and
disallows the deactivation of safety features. The top-of-the-line Titanium trim is eligible for
additional options that include a blind-spot warning system, rear cross-traffic alerts and a lane
departure warning system with intervention. What Are Its Closest Competitors? Honda Civic :
The stalwart Civic benefits from its reputation for reliability and economy, but in terms of
performance, it's comparable to the Focus. While the Honda still receives high marks overall, its
unconventional infotainment controls may take some getting used to. Kia Forte : It's hard to
beat the Kia Forte when it comes to standard and available features, affordability and its
generous warranty coverage. Fuel economy is similar to the Focus, but the Kia's stiffer ride
quality may have undesirable effects on comfort. Mazda 3 : As one of the top-rated vehicles in
the compact sedan category, the Mazda 3 delivers more standard features for the price, slightly
better fuel economy and more engaging driving dynamics. Available styles include SE 4dr

Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Ford Focus. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Ford lease specials Check out Ford Focus lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Not the quickest in its class
backseat is a little short on legroom. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the Ford Focus gets a thorough makeover
including exterior, interior, infotainment and safety systems, plus a new fuel-efficient engine
option. Read more. Write a review See all 71 reviews. I have found all three to be what I
expected. Good all around drivers with some minor issues but no major ones. My iPhone
connected well and works well. While intended to be our run around town car, it is comfortable
enough to travel in. Instrument cluster initially confusing but now is OK. I do not understand
why you can reset the "Oil Life" but can't find a percentage left Makes no sense to me. Vehicle
is smooth on the road and quiet on the freeway. I have not noticed any clutch issues, my guess
is that they have been corrected. Have had the vehicle for a bit over a month and have a quiet
rattle in the rear that is not always noticeable. I may take it in but I get easily frustrated with the
"No problem found" response from dealers. Overall, I would recommend this car to those
considering something in this segment. I now have 18K miles on the vehicle. The "Clutch Issue"
reared its ugly head. Took it into the dealership and to my surprise, they worked on it in earnest
to correct the problem. Result: The entire clutch assy was replaced. Approximately 10K miles
have passed and the clutch seems to be working OK. I hear some rattling once and awhile from
the new clutch but the jerking is gone. I can live with it. Most people would not notice it. It is my
understanding that the next version of the Focus will be manufactured in China. That means
that this will be my last Focus. Follow up Overall, I am still happy with the vehicle. My one and
only major complaint is the transmission. Specifically, the clutch. It is an automatic and has I
am told a double dry clutch. Lots of judder at take off from a standing start. All other gears shift
fine. This issue will not make me shy away from Ford, but it is a major nuisance. Whoever is
responsible for this at Ford should be taken out to the woodshed. Read less. Traded a for a This
is our third Focus. First was a which was very economical to drive. Bought a SE automatic last
year and liked it but there were a couple of options I wished I'd gotten with it. A couple of things
I didn't like about the '14 were no 12V plug on the dash and no lock buttons on the doors.
Traded it in for the SE this year and glad I did. Everything I didn't like on the was corrected on
the , 12V plug on the dash, lock buttons on the doors, etc. I had no problems with the shifting
on the Not as smooth as a full size car but it it shifted fine for the 12, miles I had on it. You have
to realize even though it's an automatic you feel it shift like a standard. If you don't like power
shifting get a Fusion. The does seem to shift smoother than the and has the manual shift
paddles which I tried and they work but for me the Focus shift points are fine in automatic so I
wont use the paddles much if ever. I got the 2. Longer trips on the highway I get a little better
mid to high 30s but don't hold back on the speed. This car handles great. Electronics work fine
and blue tooth and USB work as they should. Sync voice commands are still a challenge if you
don't speak clearly. I like having both the analog and digital gauges on the the only had an
analog spedo. No more trying to figure out which position on a dial to use to heat your feet and
the windshield at the same time. All in all the hatch is fun to drive, handles and looks great, and
has enough room for our two large dogs in the back. Traded my Audi A5 for a Focus Titanium.
After owning the Audi for less than 2 years, I decided that I didn't want to own it when the
warranty ran out. I tested Toyotas, Mazda, and Kia. I was more impressed with the Focus than
any of these, but still a bit hesitant to go from an Audi to a Ford. Well, I couldn't be happier.
While it doesn't have all the pep of the turbo on the A5, it handles just as well, is actually quieter
riding, and has better navigation. Added benefits are regular gas, better mileage, and a lower
car payment! This is my 3rd Focus. I decided to buy "new" this time, having bought used before
and the cars were great. This one is great also in most ways. However, I do NOT like the
transmission. The hesitation felt on acceleration is a big issue for me. Both of my previous
Focus vehicles had quick acceleration. This one will too When I bought this car I thought with it
being new and the fact that I don't drive much that this might be my "last" car, now it will

depend on how much I can tolerate that hesitation issue. No option to choose 4 cyl auto
transmission which I have. It started getting worse and in March I went to a different Ford
dealer. After testing, the clutch in my transmission "failed". The part was on national "back
order" for weeks. It was repaired last week and running really well now. My gas mileage has
increased dramatically. For anyone with transmission issues on your Focus and not getting
resolution from Ford, there is a law firm that is putting together a class action suit against Ford,
you can contact them at One other thing: I'm having an ongoing issue with a fuel odor that is
very strong at times, it is intermittent, I can't make it happen and I can't get the dealer to take the
situation seriously. My next "Ford" battle! The transmission issue is okay, my mileage dropped
quite a bit for a while. Now I can get better pick up but I have to push it a little harder also and
tolerate the revving up of the engine to do so, it sounds like a sports car when doing so. Not a
sound I enjoy, I like relatively quiet cars. Regarding the fuel odor mentioned previously, it
continues The overall testing of the car says it's okay. But the intermittent odor continues,
although now the smell isn't just a gasoline odor, it smells more like grease and gasoline I've
written to Ford about it and they offer solution. See all 71 reviews of the Used Ford Focus. Write
a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The manufacturer provided
Edmunds this vehicle for the purposes of evaluation. Sponsored cars related to the Focus. Sign
Up. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Page 2 No part of this publication may be reproduced,
transmitted, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any language in any form by any
means without our written permission. Errors and omissions excepted. Part Number: Page 8
Table of Contents Capacities and Specifications - 1. We recommend that you take some time to
get to know your vehicle by reading this manual. The more that you know about it, the greater
the safety and pleasure you will get from driving it. Page 11 Introduction Brake system Fasten
safety belt Cabin air filter Front airbag Front fog lamps Check fuel cap Fuel pump reset Child
safety door lock or unlock Fuse compartment Child seat lower anchor Hazard warning flashers
Child seat tether anchor Heated rear window Cruise control E Heated windshield Page Data
Recording Introduction Panic alarm systems. In order to properly diagnose and service your
vehicle, Ford Motor Company, Ford of Canada, and service and repair facilities may access or
share among them Parking aid vehicle diagnostic information received through a direct
connection to your vehicle E when diagnosing or servicing your vehicle. Page 13 If you do not
want Ford Motor Company and Ford of Ford or its vendors to receive this Canada do not access
event data information, do not activate the recorder information without obtaining service. Page
California Proposition 65 Ford replacement collision parts meet our U. Only stringent
requirements for fit, finish, structural integrity, corrosion protection Ford Credit offers a full
range of financing and dent resistance. During vehicle and lease plans to help you acquire your
development we validate these parts vehicle. Page Special Notices We do not recommend or
endorse the use caused to your vehicle as a result of the of any non-Ford-approved aftermarket
failure of non-Ford parts may not be OBD plug-in devices. The vehicle Warranty covered by the
Ford Warranty. A market unique supplement may be supplied that complements this book.
Correct vehicle usage and the authorized disposal of waste, cleaning and lubrication materials
are significant steps toward this aim. See Locking and Unlocking page See Changing the Wiper
Blades page See Maintenance page See Changing a Bulb page See Changing a Road Wheel
page See Wheels and Tires page See Power Windows page See Head Restraints page See
Fastening the Safety Belts page See Rear Seats page See Manual Seats page See Power Seats
page See Parking Brake page Direction indicators. See Direction Indicators page Information
display control. See Information Display Control page Instrument cluster. See Instrument
Cluster page Voice control. See Voice Control page Wiper lever. See Wipers and Washers page
Information and entertainment display. Page 22 At a Glance Keyless start button. See Keyless
Starting page Ignition switch. See Ignition Switch page Steering wheel adjustment. See
Adjusting the Steering Wheel page Cruise control switches. See Using Cruise Control page
Lighting control. See Lighting page Page Installing Child Seats Child Safety Recommendations
for Safety Restraints for Children Child Child size, height, weight, or age Recommended
restraint type Infants or Children weighing 40 lb 18 kg or less Use a child safety seat toddlers
generally age four or younger. Page 26 Child Safety E E 3. While holding the shoulder and lap
belt 5. To put the retractor in the automatic portions together, route the tongue locking mode,
grasp the shoulder through the child seat according to the portion of the belt and pull
downward child seat manufacturer's instructions. In Canada, check with your local St. Do not
use LATCH lower anchors for the center seating position unless the child seat manufacturer's
instructions permit and E Attach the tether strap afterward, if included with the child seat. Page
Five Door If your child restraint system is equipped with a tether strap, and the child restraint
manufacturer recommends its use, Ford also recommends its use. Page 32 Child Safety If, with

a backless booster seat, you cannot find a seating position that adequately supports your
child's head, a high back booster seat would be a better choice. Children and booster seats vary
in size and shape. Choose a booster that keeps the lap belt low and snug across the hips, never
up across the stomach, and lets you adjust the shoulder belt to cross the chest A safety seat
that is liner under the booster seat may improve improperly installed or utilized, is this
condition. Right-Hand Side Turn clockwise to lock and counterclockwise to unlock. Always
drive and ride with your seat Failure to follow this could seriously back upright and the lap belt
snug increase the risk of injury or death. The safety belt pretensioners at the front seating
positions are designed to tighten the safety belts when activated. In frontal and near-frontal
crashes, the safety belt pretensioners may be activated alone or, if the crash is of sufficient
severity, together with the front airbags. The lap belt portion of a This is the normal retractor
mode, which combination lap and shoulder belt should allows free shoulder belt length be
positioned low across the hips below adjustment to your movements and the belly and worn as
tight as comfort will locking in response to vehicle movement. Manufacturer identification is on
a label located either at the end of the webbing or on the retractor behind the trim. Also, use the
safety belt extension only if the safety belt is too short for you when fully extended. This lamp
illuminates and an audible warning will sound if the driver's safety belt has not been fastened
when the vehicle's ignition is turned on. Page 41 Safety Belts If You and the front seat
passenger buckle The Belt-Minder feature will not activate. You or the front seat passenger do
not The Belt-Minder feature activates, the buckle your safety belts before your vehicle safety
belt warning light illuminates and a For the seating position you are Ford Motor Company
recommends that switching off, buckle then unbuckle the all safety belt assemblies in use in
vehicles safety belt three times at a moderate involved in a crash be replaced. However, speed,
ending in the unbuckled state. Check the passenger airbag off indicator lamp for proper airbag
status. Failure to follow these instructions may interfere with the passenger seat sensing
system. Any alteration or modification to the front passenger seat may affect the performance
of the front passenger sensing system which could seriously Page 47 Supplementary Restraints
System The front passenger sensing system is The front passenger sensing system is designed
to disable will not inflate the designed to enable may inflate the front front passenger frontal
airbag when the passenger's frontal airbag anytime the front passenger seat is unoccupied, or a
system senses that a person of adult size rear facing infant seat, a forward-facing Customer
Relationship Center. See The conditions listed above may cause the Getting the Services You
Need page weight of a properly seated occupant to The side curtain WARNINGS airbags are
mounted to the roof side-rail Do not place objects or mount sheet metal, behind the headliner,
above equipment on or near the headliner each row of seats. Page Crash Sensors And Airbag
Indicator Supplementary Restraints System The design and development of the side The lamp
will not illuminate curtain airbags included recommended immediately when you switch testing
procedures that were developed the ignition on. These devices may deploy in other types of
crashes if your vehicle experiences sufficient sideways motion or deformation. Page 54 Keys
and Remote Controls Programming a New Remote Twist a thin coin in the slot of the Control
transmitter near the key ring to remove the battery cover. To program an additional remote
control 2. Remove the old battery. See Security page Reprogramming the Unlocking Function
Note: When you press the unlock button, Press the button unlock your vehicle. Page 56 Keys
and Remote Controls Make sure that you dispose of old batteries in an E environmentally
friendly way. Seek advice from your local authority about recycling old batteries. E 4. Twist the
screwdriver in the position shown to separate the two halves of the remote control. The The
intelligent access key also contains a transmitter should operate normally. Locating Your
Vehicle Press the lock button on the key twice within three seconds. Page Locating Your
Vehicle Keys and Remote Controls Make sure that you dispose of Note: Do not wipe off any
grease on the old batteries in an battery terminals or on the back surface of E environmentally
friendly way. Seek advice from your local authority Note: Replacing the battery does not delete
about recycling old batteries. Page 59 Keys and Remote Controls Vehicles with automatic
climate control 2. Press the remote start button twice. See Automatic The horn sounds if the
system fails to start, Climate Control page See page Authorized dealers can program remote
controls for your vehicle. Once you select a speed, it will be shown in the display, followed by
an Use the information display to create a audible tone when the preselected MyKey: vehicle
speed is exceeded. Once you You can clear or change your MyKey have switched the vehicle
off, however, you settings using the information display will need an admin key to change or
clear control on the steering wheel. See Information Displays page To find information on a
programmed MyKey s , press the left arrow button to access the main menu and scroll to:
Message Description Information Page 67 Locks Mislock The system allows you to unlock,
operate and lock your vehicle without using a key If any door or the liftgate or luggage or

remote control. Page Disabled Intelligent Access Keys Locks Touch the locking area on the
front of the If both front doors are closed, you can lock door handle to lock your vehicle. There
will your vehicle by any method, regardless of be a brief delay before you can unlock your
whether the key is in the ignition or not. Page Autolock Feature Locks You will reactivate
disabled intelligent 3. Switch the ignition off. Press the power door unlock control on using a
valid key. Switch the ignition on. The horn sounds Autolock Feature indicating your vehicle is in
The autolock feature will lock all the doors Illuminated Exit For vehicles with an integrated
keyhead transmitter, the interior lamps and select exterior lamps illuminate when you close all
the doors, you switch the ignition off and you remove the key from the ignition. Page Keyless
Entry Locks Note: Be careful when opening or closing A handle is located inside the liftgate to
the liftgate in a garage or other enclosed help with closing. On hot lamps. It is composed of a
material that days, the temperature in the trunk or will glow for hours in darkness following
vehicle interior can rise very quickly. Page Security Note: The system is not compatible with
well as a remote control. If your intelligent access keys are lost or Use of these systems may
result in engine Page 75 Security Insert the first previously programmed Programming a Spare
Intelligent coded key into the ignition. Access Key 2. Switch the ignition from off to on. Keep
You must have two previously the ignition on for at least 3 seconds, programmed coded keys
and the new but no more than 10 seconds. It will be triggered if any door, the luggage
compartment or the hood is opened without using the key, remote control or keyless entry
keypad. The direction indicators will flash and the horn will sound if unauthorized entry is
attempted while the alarm is armed. Note: Make sure that you are sitting in the correct position.
See Sitting in the Correct Position page E 3. Lock the steering column. Seek down or previous.
Type Two E Press the button to select or deselect voice control. See Using Voice Recognition
page E Volume up. Volume down. Press to select source. E See page The LED on the switch
illuminates when the system is on. Note: Make sure you switch the windshield wipers and
vehicle power off before using an automatic car wash. Note: If streaks or smears appear on the
windshield, clean the windshield and the wiper blades. When you release the lever, the wipers
will operate for a short time. Page Daytime Running Lamps Lighting 4. The headlamps are off.
WARNING The other lighting control switch positions The daytime running lamps system do not
activate the daytime running lamps, does not activate the rear lamps and and you can use them
to temporarily may not provide adequate lighting override autolamp control. Page Automatic
High Beam Control Lighting Note: Typical road dust, dirt and water spots do not affect the
performance of the automatic high beam control. However, in cold or inclement weather
conditions, you may notice a decrease in the availability of the automatic high beam control,
especially at start up. Front Interior Lamps If Equipped Note: Press the door function switch to
switch off interior lights when you open any door. Press A to cycle through the color choices.
Press C to switch on all interior lamps and the ambient lighting. Press C again to switch off the
interior lamps and return the ambient lighting to the previously selected color. They may
seriously injure themselves. When closing the power windows, you should verify they are free
of obstructions and make sure that children and pets are not in the proximity of the window
openings. Close the window a third time to the If Equipped point of resistance. You disabled the
You can use the window controls for bounce-back feature and you can now several minutes
after switching off the close the window manually. Memory Mirrors If Equipped You can save
and recall the mirror positions through the memory function. Do not let children play with the
You can adjust the interior mirror to your moonroof or leave them unattended preference. It
reverses some distance if there is an obstacle in the way. Press and hold the front of the control
within two seconds of a bounce-back event to override this function. While bounce-back is
active, the closing force increases for each of the next three times that you close the moonroof.
Engine coolant temperature gauge. Fuel gauge. See Trip Computer page Odometer Vehicle
Settings and Personalization Records the total distance traveled by your Never remove the
coolant reservoir After refueling some variability in needle cap while the engine is running or
hot. Switch The following warning lamps and off all unnecessary electrical indicators alert you
to a vehicle condition equipment and have the system checked that may become serious. Some
lamps by an authorized dealer immediately. If the indicators stay on or flash faster, check for
High Beam a burned out bulb. Page Audible Warnings And Indicators Instrument Cluster It also
lights momentarily when you switch The service engine soon indicator light the ignition on to
confirm the lamp is illuminates when you first switch the functional. If it does not light when you
ignition on before engine start to check the switch the ignition on, or begins to flash at bulb and
to indicate whether the vehicle any time, have the system checked by an Page Keyless Warning
Alert Instrument Cluster Keyless Warning Alert If Equipped Sounds the horn twice when you
exit your vehicle with the intelligent access key, after the last door is closed and your keyless
vehicle is in RUN, indicating your vehicle is still on. Headlamps On Warning Chime Sounds

when you remove the key from the ignition and open the driver's door and you Page Information
Displays Note: Some options may appear slightly different or not at all if the items are optional.
Trip computer 1 and 2 Option to display all the values on screen. Indicates all the respective
trip, distance, time and average fuel consumption information. Average Fuel Consumption
Indicates the average fuel consumption since the function was last reset. Distance to Empty
Indicates the approximate distance your vehicle will travel on the fuel remaining in See
Anti-Theft Alarm page Alarm fault Service required Displays when the system requires service
due to a malfunction. Contact an authorized dealer. Battery and Charging System Message
Action Page Information Displays Message Action Cross Traffic Sensor blocked Displayed
when the blind spot information system and See manual cross traffic alert system sensors are
blocked. See Blind Spot Information System page Cross Traffic fault Service Displays when the
system requires service due to a required malfunction. Page Keyless Vehicle Press brake to
start Displayed as a reminder to press the brake while starting the vehicle. Ford KeyFree Key
not inside car Displayed when a valid key is not detected within the vehicle. Key Battery low
Replace soon Displays when the key battery is low. Low beam Bulb fault Displays when the low
beam headlamp bulb has burned out. Headlamp fault Service required Displays when an
electrical system problem occurs with the headlamp system. Stop the vehicle at a safe place.
Steering assist fault Service The power steering system is not working. Stop the required
vehicle at a safe place. Service now Transmission overheating Stop The transmission is
overheating and needs to cool. Transmission Hot Wait Transmission is hot. Wait as needed to
let it cool. Transmission not in Park Select Displays as a reminder to shift into park. Air
conditioning cools your vehicle using outside air. To improve the time to reach a comfortable
temperature in hot weather, drive with the windows open until you feel cold air through the air
vents. Page Automatic Climate Control Climate Control Recirculated air: Press the button to
switch between outside air and recirculated air. The air currently in the passenger compartment
recirculates. This can reduce the time needed to cool the interior and reduce unwanted odors
from entering your vehicle. Power: Press the button to switch the system on and off. Adjust the
temperature control to the Adjust the temperature control to the midway point of the hot
settings. Adjust the temperature control to the desired setting. Page Remote Start Climate
Control Last Settings For additional cabin air filter information, or to replace the filter, see an
authorized You can set the climate control to operate dealer. Adjust the head restraint so that
the top of it is level with the top of your head Pull the head restraint up. Adjust the seatback to
an upright driving or riding position. A lever to adjust the height of the seat. Pivot the head
restraint forward toward your head to the desired position. Folding the Seatback 2. Push the
seatback forward. Note: Before lowering the seatback s , remove the outboard head restraints.
Note: Your vehicle may have split seatbacks that must be folded individually. Make sure that the
safety belt is not laying on the seat latch. After returning the seatback to its original position,
pull on the seatback to make sure that it has fully latched. Available console features include: E
Press near the rear edge of the door to open it. Do not park, idle or drive your vehicle on dry
grass or other dry ground E cover. Press the push button ignition switch. Note: The ignition, all
electrical circuits and all warning lamps and indicators will be turned off. If a valid passive key.
Page Starting and Stopping the Engine Fast Restart The fast restart feature allows you to restart
the engine within 20 seconds of switching it off, even if a valid key is not present. Within 20
seconds of switching the engine off, press the brake pedal and press the button. Page Starting
and Stopping the Engine counting down from 30 seconds. If you do 3. Apply the parking brake.
Another message electrical circuits, warning lamps and appears in the information display to
indicators. The equipment includes a heater If you smell exhaust fumes inside element installed
in the engine block and your vehicle, have your vehicle a wire harness. Make sure the protective
cover seals the prongs of the block heater cord plug when not in use. The system reduces fuel
consumption and Note: To obtain maximum benefit from the CO2 emissions by shutting down
the system, move the transmission selector engine when your vehicle is idling, for lever to
neutral and release the clutch pedal example at traffic lights. The permanent injury. If fuel is
swallowed, pressure in an overfilled tank may call a physician immediately, even if no cause
leakage and lead to fuel spray The use of fuels with metallic compounds such as
methylcyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl commonly known as MMT , which is a
manganese-based fuel additive, will impair engine Page Fuel Filler Funnel Location Fuel and
Refueling The use of fuels with metallic compounds such as methylcyclopentadienyl
manganese tricarbonyl commonly known as MMT , which is a manganese-based fuel additive,
will impair engine performance and affect the emission control system. Do not be concerned if
the engine E sometimes knocks lightly. Page Refueling Fuel and Refueling Filling a Portable
Fuel Container Fully open the fuel tank filler door until it engages and remove the fuel tank Use
the following guidelines to avoid filler cap. The fuel system may be under Turn off your engine

when you are pressure. If you hear a hissing sound refueling. Page Fuel Consumption Fuel and
Refueling 4. Page Transmission Fuel and Refueling an emission control device or prevent it
present, the service engine soon indicator from working. A driving cycle consists of a cold
Emission Control Information Decal engine startup followed by mixed located on or near the
engine. Page Transmission Transmission 3. Release the parking brake and slowly release the
clutch pedal while slowly Using the Clutch pressing on the accelerator. Note: Failure to fully
depress the clutch During each shift, make sure you fully pedal to the floor may cause
increased shift Page Manual Transmission - 1. Your vehicle may move unexpectedly and injure
someone. Shift the gearshift lever to first gear and set the parking brake fully. To park your
vehicle: E Press the brake pedal and shift the Manual transmission vehicles have a Page
Automatic Transmission Transmission Note: The gearshift lever can only be moved to reverse R
by raising the collar Recommended upshifts for best fuel below the gearshift knob up before
shifting economy when accelerating to reverse. This is a lockout feature which Shift from:
protects the transmission from accidentally engaging reverse R when intending to 1 - Applying
both pedals simultaneously Hold the brake pedal down while in this for more than three
seconds will limit position. Page Brake-Shift Interlock Transmission Note: Engine damage may
occur if you maintain excessive engine revving without shifting. SelectShift does not
automatically upshift, even if the engine is approaching the RPM limit. If equipped with the
toggle on the E gearshift lever: The system determines when temporary When doing this
procedure, you will be taking your vehicle out of park P which means your vehicle can roll
freely. To avoid unwanted vehicle movement, always fully set the parking brake prior to doing
this procedure. Page Transmission Automatic Transmission Adaptive Learning This feature
may increase durability and provide consistent shift feel over the life of your vehicle. A new
vehicle or transmission may have firm shifts, soft shifts or both. This operation is considered
normal and does not affect function or durability of the transmission. If brake heavily by
measuring the rate at a metal-to-metal, continuous grinding or which you press the brake pedal.
It continuous squeal sound is present, the provides maximum braking efficiency as brake
linings may be worn-out and an long as you press the pedal. Page Parking Brake Brakes Press
the brake pedal firmly. Pull the lever up slightly. Vehicles With Automatic 3. Press the release
button and push the Transmission lever down. Page Using Hill Start Assist Brakes The system
will activate automatically on any slope that will cause significant vehicle rollback. For vehicles
with a manual transmission, you can switch this feature off using the information display. The
system will remain on or off depending on how it was last set. If a failure has been detected
within If your vehicle begins to slide, the system the AdvanceTrac system, the applies the
brakes to individual wheels stability control light will illuminate and, when needed, reduces
engine power The traction braking system, aftermarket roof control system helps avoid drive
wheel racks, suspension, steering system, When your vehicle moves The parking aid system
can only closer to an object, the warning tone assist you to detect objects when repeat rate will
increase. If a fault is present in the transmission is in any position other than system, a warning
message appears in the park P. The Reverse R , with your hands off the wheel steering wheel
position will not indicate the and nothing obstructing its movement , actual position of the
steering and you have your vehicle steers itself into the space. Page Troubleshooting The
System Parking Aids Troubleshooting the System The system does not look for a space The
traction control system may be off The transmission is in Reverse R ; your vehicle must be
moving forward to detect a parking space The system does not offer a particular space
Something may be contacting the front bumper or side sensors There is not enough room on
both sides of your vehicle in order to park There is not enough space for the parking maneuver
on the opposite side of the parking Page Rear View Camera Parking Aids The system does not
position the vehicle where I want in the space A parked vehicle has a high attachment salt
sprayer, snowplow, moving truck bed, etc. The parking space length or position of parked
objects changed after your vehicle passed The temperature around your vehicle changes
quickly driving from a heated garage into the cold, or after leaving a car wash During operation,
lines appear in the Equipped Objects in the red zone are closest to your vehicle and objects in
the green zone are Selectable settings for this feature are ON farther away. Objects are getting
closer to and OFF. Page Cruise Control Cruise Control 2. Take your foot off the accelerator
Cruise control lets you maintain a set pedal. You can use cruise Note: Cruise control will
disengage if the control when your vehicle speed is greater vehicle speed decreases more than
10 mph Page Driving Aids E E Alert only â€” Provides a steering wheel Alert vibration when the
system detects an unintended lane departure. If your vehicle continues drifting out of the lane,
the system provides a steering wheel vibration. Page Driving Aids Why is the feature not
available line markings are gray when I can see the lane markings on the road? Ambiguous lane
markings mainly in construction zones Rapid transition from light to dark or vice versa Sudden

offset in lane markings ABS or AdvanceTrac activation Camera blockage due to dirt, grime, fog,
frost or water on the windshield Driving too close to the vehicle in front of you Cross Traffic
Alert is not a replacement for careful driving. Page Driving Aids E Cross Traffic Alert also
sounds a series of Zone coverage also decreases when tones and a message appears in the
parking at shallow angles. Here, the left information display indicating a vehicle is sensor is
mostly obstructed; zone coverage coming from the right or left. Page Driving Aids Reasons for
messages being displayed The radar Clean the fascia area in surface is front of the radar or
remove dirty or the obstruction. See Principle of Operation page You can also have one or both
systems False Alerts switched off permanently at an authorized dealer. If Gear shifting a fault is
detected, a message displays in the information display. Stop your vehicle Anticipation as soon
as it is safe to do so. Note: A high crown in the road or high crosswinds may also make the
steering seem to wander or pull. Adaptive Learning The electronic power steering system
adaptive learning helps correct road irregularities and improves overall handling and steering
feel. Open the liftgate and disconnect the tether by pulling it out. E 2. Rotate the luggage cover
upward. The system is located in the floor of the cargo area. Page Load Carrying WARNING The
appropriate loading capacity of your vehicle can be limited either by volume capacity how much
space is available or by payload capacity how much weight the vehicle should carry. Once you
have reached the maximum payload of your vehicle, do not add more cargo, even if there is
space available. The label shall be affixed is the Vehicle Curb Weight, plus to either the door
hinge pillar, cargo, plus passengers. Page Towing Load Carrying 2. You decide in your vehicle.
Is there enough load capacity to carry you, four of your 3. You will need to reduce the load
weight by at least pounds kilograms. If you remove three pound kilogram cement bags, then the
load calculation would be: - 2 x Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing
procedure. If Never tow a trailer with your the vehicle is towed incorrectly, or by any vehicle.
Release the parking the transmission's internal components to brake. In addition, moving the
gearshift to the neutral N 2. Page Towing Release the parking brake. Switch on the ignition by
pressing the keyless start button, but do not apply the brake pedal. Press the brake pedal, and
then move the gearshift to the neutral N position. Release the brake pedal. During this time,
your vehicle to avoid doing because they reduce your may exhibit some unusual driving fuel
economy Always use floor mats that are designed to fit the foot well of your Before driving
through standing water, vehicle. Objects that are loose can become trapped under the pedals
causing a loss of vehicle control. Failure to properly follow floor mat installation or attachment
instructions can potentially cause interference with pedal operation causing Page Hazard
Warning Flashers 2. Switch on the ignition. You can either attempt to start the Park the booster
vehicle close to the hood engine by pressing the brake pedal and of the disabled vehicle,
making sure the Page Roadside Emergencies 4. Make the final connection of the negative cable to an exposed metal part of the stalled vehicle's engine, or connect the negative - cable to
the ground connection point, if available. Page Customer Assistance A reasonable time must be
allowed to Oakville, Ontario L6K 0C8 perform a repair after taking your vehicle Telephone to the
authorized dealer. Page In California U. Only 2. Ford is or condition that substantially impairs
also allowed a final repair attempt in some the use, value or safety of the vehicle states. Only
BBB. Canadian dealers. In those cases where You are not bound by the decision, and you
continue to feel that the efforts by Ford may reject the decision and proceed to of Canada and
the authorized dealer to If you are in another foreign country, contact the nearest authorized
dealer. Electronic stability program valve. Heated rear window. Heater blower motor. Start-stop
module. Engine management systems. Exhaust gas re-circulation relay. Starter relay.
Transmission control module. Cooling fan â€” 1. Not used. Windshield wipers. Electronic
stability program module. Brake lamp switch. Battery monitoring system. Relay coils, lighting
control switch module. Rear side heated windshield. Variable valves. Canister purge valve.
Crankshaft position sensor. Universal heated exhaust gas oxygen sensor. Active grille shutter.
Daytime running lamps. Headlamp control module Transmission control switch. Electric power
assisted steering. Micro relay Rear wipwer. Power relay Delayed accessory power. Mini relay
Starter relay. Micro relay Air conditioning clutch. Power relay Cooling fan relay. Mini relay
Blower motor. Mini relay Powertrain control module. Passive anti-theft system supply. Interior
lamps, driver's door switch pack, glove box, ambient lighting, electric moonroof. Luggage
compartment lid release. Driver's door lock, double locking. Bluetooth phone voice control
connectivity. Manual air conditioning heater module. Auxiliary heater. Moonroof module.
Restraint system. Passenger airbag deactivation system. Heated steering wheel. Page Fuses
Ampere Fuse Circuits protected rating Door module right-hand front electric windows, central
locking, electric folding mirrors, heated exterior mirrors. Door module left-hand rear electric
windows. Door module right-hand rear electric windows. Power driver's seat. Digital signal
processing amplifier. Keypad switch. Rear view camera without start stop module. Parking aid

module. Heated driver's seat. Heated front passenger's seat. Blown has the specified amperage
rating. Switch off the engine. There is a large network of authorized dealers that are there to
help 3. Page Under Hood Overview - 1. Lift the hood and support it with the prop rod. To close
the hood, remove the support rod from the catch and secure correctly. Lower the hood and
allow it to drop under its own weight for the last 8 in to 12 in 20 cm to 30 cm. Page Under Hood
Overview - 2. See Changing the Engine Air Filter page Engine oil dipstick. See Engine Oil
Dipstick page Windshield washer fluid reservoir. See Washer Fluid Check page Engine coolant
reservoir. See Engine Coolant Check page Page Engine Oil Dipstick - 1. Windshield washer fluid
reservoir: See Washer Fluid Check page Do not use engine coolant, 2. Add engine oil that meets
Ford antifreeze or windshield washer fluid outside specifications. See Capacities and of its
specified function and vehicle location. Page Clutch Fluid Check - Manual Transmission When a
low voltage battery replacement Batteries normally produce explosive is necessary, see an
authorized dealer to gases which can cause personal replace the low voltage battery with a Ford
injury. Therefore, do not allow recommended replacement low voltage flames, sparks or lighted
substances to battery that matches the electrical come near the battery. Page When a battery
replacement is required, pedal. Drive the vehicle at least 10 miles 16 that matches the electrical
requirements kilometers to completely relearn the of the vehicle. Make sure the windshield is
free from snow and ice before you switch the ignition on. Page Adjusting The Headlamps
Maintenance 3. Rotate and remove the wiper blade. Headlamp Aiming Target 4. Install in the
reverse order. Note: Make sure that the wiper blade locks into place. E 8 ft 2. Note: To see a
clearer light pattern while adjusting one headlamp, you may want to block the light from the
other headlamp. Grasp the bulb by only its plastic base and do not touch the glass. The oil from
your hand could cause the bulb to break the next time the headlamps are operated. Page
Maintenance E 2. Remove the cover. Disconnect the electrical connector. Release the clip and
remove the bulb. Replacing Low Beam Bulbs Remove the headlamp. See Removing a Headlamp
page Turn the bulb holder counterclockwise and remove it. Twist to remove the cover. Remove
the bulb holder. Accessing the Brake, Rear and 4. Remove the bulb. E Brake and rear lamp bulb.
Direction indicator bulb. Remove the lamp and unclip the bulb holder. Gently press the bulb into
the bulb holder, turn it counterclockwise and remove it. Contact an chart below. Headlamp
bulbs must be authorized dealer. To replace all instrument panel lights, contact an authorized
dealer. Wipe any dirt or debris from the air cleaner assembly to make sure no dirt WARNING
gets in the engine and to make sure you To reduce the risk of vehicle damage have a good seal.
The wax will discolor or stain the parts over time. Dry the area with a clean, soft cloth. Page
Repairing Minor Paint Damage Remove particles such as bird droppings, We recommend that
you use Ford service tree sap, insect deposits, tar spots, road wheel cleaner. Under various
conditions, storage because used engine oil long-term storage may lead to degraded contains
contaminates which may engine performance or failure unless you cause engine damage.
These tires and wheels are designed to give your vehicle a sport appearance. The grades: The
U. Grades B and A air pressure. Page Wheels and Tires G. H: Indicates the tire's speed Letter
Speed rating rating. Page Wheels and Tires J. The grades represent the layers of rubber-coated
fabric in tire's ability to stop on wet the tire tread and sidewall. Page Wheels and Tires The tire
suppliers may have C. Maximum Load Dual lb kg additional markings, notes or at psi kPa cold:
Indicates the warnings such as standard load, maximum load and tire pressure radial tubeless,
etc. Page Inflate all tires to the from sidewall edge to sidewall inflation pressure recommended
edge. In general, the larger the by Ford Motor Company. Page Safety automatic service station
gauges Compliance Certification Label may be inaccurate. Ford affixed to either the door hinge
recommends the use of a digital pillar, door-latch post, or the door or dial-type tire pressure
gauge Page Wheels and Tires When weather temperature 3. Add enough air to reach the
changes occur, tire inflation recommended air pressure. Page Wheels and Tires Inspecting Your
Tires and Tire Wear Wheel Valve Stems Periodically inspect the tire treads for uneven or
excessive wear and remove objects such as stones, nails or glass that may be wedged in the
tread grooves. Check the tire and valve stems for holes, cracks, or cuts that may permit air
leakage and repair or replace the Page such as P-metric versus manufacturers to place
LT-metric or all-season versus standardized information on the all-terrain as those originally
sidewall of all tires. This provided by Ford. Page Use of any tire or wheel 2. Lubricate the tire
bead and not recommended by Ford can wheel bead seat area again. Page Highway Hazards
The use of wheels or tires not No matter how carefully you drive recommended by Ford Motor
there is always the possibility that Company may affect the you may eventually have a flat tire
operation of your tire pressure on the highway. Use of the chain manufacturer, whichever is any
tire or wheel not recommended by less. The low tire pressure warning light will turn on if the tire
pressure is significantly low. Page Wheels and Tires Low tire pressure Possible cause
Customer action required warning light Solid warning light Tire s under-inflated Make sure tires

are at the proper pres- sure. See Inflating your tires in this chapter. If the dissimilar spare tire or
wheel emergencies. If you must use a sealant, the is damaged, it should be replaced rather Ford
Tire Mobility Kit sealant should be than repaired. If the vehicle slips off the jack, you or
someone else could be seriously injured. Do not attempt to change a tire on the side of the
vehicle close to moving traffic. Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners. Page
Motorcraft Parts - 1. Use of other parts may impact vehicle performance, emissions and
durability. Page Motorcraft Parts - 2. Page Capacities And Specifications - 1. Opening the air
conditioning refrigerant system can cause personal injury. Have the air conditioning refrigerant
system serviced only by qualified personnel. Item Capacity Engine oil Page Capacities And
Specifications - 2. Use of any fluid other than the recommended Page Capacities and
Specifications Item Capacity 2. Page Increased emission levels. Page Audio System MP3
individual tracks and folder compact discs may not function correctly structures work as
follows: when used in Ford CD players. The CD player numbers all MP3 reads the structures
you create. While tracks on the disc noted by the. Turn it to adjust the volume. Function
buttons: Select different functions of the audio system depending on which mode you are in
such as Radio mode or CD mode. CD slot: Insert a CD. Press to either play or pause a track
when listening to a CD. Driving while distracted can result in Check with an authorized dealer.
Use the center arrow controls to change the hours and minutes. We strongly recommend that
you use extreme caution when using any device that may take your focus off the road. Volume:
Turn this control to adjust the volume. You need this number when communicating with Sirius
to activate, modify or track your account. Channel Guide Select to view available satellite radio
channels. Scan Folder Select to scan all music in the current MP3 folder. CD Compression
Select to bring soft and loud passages together for a more consistent listening level. Clock
Settings Set Time Select to set the time. Page Audio System The multicast indicator appears in
FM When HD Radio broadcasts are active, you mode only if the current station is can access the
following functions: broadcasting multiple digital broadcasts. Page Audio System In order to
provide the best possible technology. Independent entities own and experience, use the contact
form to report operate each station. These stations are any station issues found while listening
to responsible for ensuring all audio streams a station broadcasting with HD Radio and data
fields are accurate. Ford Motor entertainment satellite radio channels. For Company and
iBiquity Digital Corp. Page Audio System SIRIUS satellite radio is a For more information on
extended subscription-based satellite radio service subscription terms a service fee is that
broadcasts a variety of music, sports, required , the online media player and a news, weather,
traffic and entertainment complete list of SIRIUS satellite radio programming. None found All
the channels in the Use the channel guide to selected category are either turn off the Lock or
Skip Check Channel Guide skipped or locked. Page Usb Port Audio System 5. Switch your
portable music player on and adjust its volume to half its maximum level. You should hear
music from your device even if it is low. Adjust the volume on your portable music player until it
reaches the volume level of the FM station or CD. This allows you to: supports this. Place cords
and cables holidays. Ford Motor This system helps you control many Company and Ford of
Canada will not features using voice commands. This access the system data for any purpose
allows you to keep your hands on the other than as described absent consent, a wheel and
focus on what is around you. When the system. You can change these settings prompted, say:
at any time. E Voice Command Action and Description The system may still occa- sionally ask
you questions. Voice Command Action and Descrip- tion Make sure to switch on your phone's
Bluetooth feature before starting the pair [Bluetooth] Follow the instruc The turn ringer off silent
mode [on] display indicates when the pairing is [text] messages message successful.
Depending on your phone's capability and help your market, the system may prompt you Page
Receiving Calls SYNC Receiving Calls To access text messages say: Accepting calls Voice
Command When receiving a call, you can answer the [text] messages message call by pressing
the accept call button on the steering wheel or use the screen. Then say any of the following: To
use the screen to accept a call listen to read [text] message select To switch the microphone on,
select the option again. Privacy Switch a call from an active hands-free environment to your
cellular phone for a more private conversation. When selected, the audio display indicates the
call is private. Phonebook Access your downloaded phonebook. Press the OK button to confirm
and enter. You can use the options at the bottom of the screen to access an alphabetical
category quickly. Page SYNC Using the screen you also have the following options: Menu
Description and action Item Ignore Select this option, or do nothing, and the message goes into
your text message inbox. View Select the view option to open the text message. Once selected,
you have the ability to have the message read to you, to view other messages. See your
device's manual on how to push contacts. Press the OK button to add more contacts from your
phonebook. Delete When a message asking you to delete appears, select the option to confirm.

When the option to set the phone as primary appears, select either yes or no. Depending on the
functionality of your phone, the system may prompt you with questions such as if you want to
download your phonebook. Page SYNC Scroll to select from the following options: Display
Description and action Bluetooth on Check or uncheck this option to switch the system's
Bluetooth interface off or on. Select this option, and then press the OK button to change the
option's status. Set defaults Return to the factory default settings without erasing your indexed
information such as phonebook, call history, text Page This includes Data is sent to Ford in the
United States any additional charges incurred due to through the connected device. The driving
in areas when roaming out of a home information is encrypted and includes your network.
Up-To-Date No update is required. The system is trying to receive an update. Update settings
Menu Item Action and Description Press the AUX button until an Press the voice button and
when "initializing" You can say any of the voice commands that appear within open and close
brackets that are separated by. Media Menu Features The media menu allows you to select how
to play your music such as by artist, genre, shuffle or repeat , find similar music or reset the
index of your USB devices. Message Description and Action Browse USB This menu allows you
to select and play your media files by artist, album, genre, playlist or track. Scroll to select the
desired genre, and then press the OK button. You can only view media files that are compatible
with SYNC. This may be a possible phone malfunction. Use the SYNCmyphone feature available
on the website. Update your device's firm- ware. Turn off the Auto phone- book download
setting. Page SYNC Voice command issues Issue Possible cause s Possible solution s The
system works better if The system may not be you list full names, such as reading the name the
same "Joe Wilson" rather than way you are saying it. Contacts in your phonebook Do not use
special charac- may be very short and Page Possible solution s login on the app on the phone
before using them with AppLink. Closing and restarting apps may help SYNC find the
application if you cannot discover it inside the vehicle. Page Force close or uninstall the a
limited number of apps you do not want SYNC bluetooth ports apps can to find. If the app has a
"Ford I can only see some of the use to connect. If you have SYNC" setting, disable that Your
primary responsibility is the safe operation of your vehicle. Page MyFord Touch This system
uses a four-corner strategy to Message provide quick access to several vehicle features and
settings. The touchscreen City Center provides easy interaction with your cell phone,
entertainment, information and system settings. The corners display active Edit Route modes
within the menus, for example; The features may also be limited Message depending on the
market. Check with an authorized dealer for availability. Voice Press to start a voice session.
Page SYNC module. Ford Motor When you connect a cell phone to SYNC, Company and Ford of
Canada do not the system creates a profile within your access the system data for any purpose
vehicle that links to that cell phone. Advanced This mode has less audible interac- tion and
more tone prompts. Confirmation Prompts The system uses these short questions to confirm
your voice command. Sound Vehicle Settings Help It appears at the top center of the
touchscreen, next to the time and date. Note: You cannot manually set the date. Note: If the
battery has been disconnected, your vehicle needs to acquire a GPS signal to update the clock.
You must access the photos button, press the button and when either from your USB mass
storage device prompted, say: or from an SD card. Note: Photographs with extremely large
Voice command dimensions such as x may not To make adjustments using the touchscreen,
select: Message Action and Description Settings Press the settings icon. Distance Select to
display units in kilometers or miles. Temperature Select to display units in Celsius or
Fahrenheit. Page MyFord Touch Message Action and Description Confirmation Prompts Have
the system ask you short questions if it has not clearly heard or understood your request. Note:
Even with confirmation prompts turned off, the system may occasionally ask you to confirm
settings. Media Candidate Lists Candidate lists are possible results from your voice commands.
This overrides information from your device. Navigation Preferences Have the system use
guidance prompts. Traffic Preferences Have the system automatically avoid traffic concerns or
allow you to accept or decline an alternative route. Phone Then select from the following:
Bluetooth Devices Connect, disconnect, add or delete a device, as well as save it as a favorite.
Bluetooth Turn Bluetooth on and off. Make sure you switch it on for connectivity purposes.
Bluetooth is a registered trademark of the Bluetooth SIG. Driving Restric- Certain features are
not accessible when your vehicle is moving. See Information page Radio memory presets. Note:
Some features may not be available in your area. Contact an authorized dealer for more
information. Presets Save a station by pressing and holding one of the memory preset areas.
There is a brief mute while the radio saves the station. Page MyFord Touch Menu Item Action
and Description This allows you to have the system automatically store the six strongest
stations in your current location. Page MyFord Touch To turn the feature on and use it, select
AM or FM and the select: Message Action and Description Options TAG Button When you hear a

song you, select: The system automatically saves the song's information and transfers it to
your portable music player if supported when you connect it to the system. Page MyFord Touch
HD Radio Reception and Station Troubleshooting Potential reception issues Reception If you
are listening to a multicast station and you are on the fringe of the area reception area, the
station may mute due to weak signal strength. If you are listening to HD1, the system switches
back to the analog broadcast until the digital broadcast is available again. Content may be
changed, added or deleted at any time at the station owner's discretion. Page Touch this button
to view a list of all available stations. Scroll to see more categories. Touch the station you want
to listen to. Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for Alert feature variation. Lock
Touch this button if you do not want anyone to listen to this channel. Title Touch this button to
see song and artists on other stations. Artist Touch this button to see song and artists on other
stations. Page United States, at any time, with or without notice to you. This seconds to produce
audio for message should disappear the selected channel. Satellite antenna fault There is an
internal module or If this message does not clear system failure present. When prompted, say
any of the following commands. If you are not listening to a CD, press the voice button and,
after the tone, say: Voice command E Page MyFord Touch This feature allows you to plug in
media Playing Music from Your Device playing devices, memory sticks, flash drives Note: The
system is capable of indexing up or thumb drives, and charge devices if they to 30, songs.
Update Media Indexes your device when you connect it for the first time and each Index time the
content changes for example adding or removing tracks to make sure you have the latest voice
commands available for all media on the device. Page MyFord Touch 2. Attach one end of the
audio extension WARNINGS cable to the headphone output of your Store the portable music
player in a player and the other end into the secure location, such as the center adapter in one
of the jack inside the console or the glove box, when your center console. Phonebook Other
features, such as text messaging using Bluetooth and automatic phonebook History download,
are cell phone-dependent Messaging features. Make sure that Bluetooth is set to On and that
your cell phone is in the correct mode. Page Phone Menu Options MyFord Touch To accept the
call, select: To reject the call, select: Message Message Accept Reject Note: You can also
accept the call by Note: You can also reject the call by pressing the phone button on the
steering pressing the phone button on the steering wheel. Page MyFord Touch Menu Item
Action and Description Certain smartphones may support transferring street addresses when
listed with phonebook contact information. If your cell phone supports this feature, you can
select and use these addresses as destinations and save them as favorites. Call History Note:
This is a cell phone-dependent feature. To compose and send a text message, select: Message
Action and Description Phone Messaging Send Text Enter a cell phone number or choose from
your phonebook. Edit Text Allows you to customize the pre-defined message or create a
message on your own. Bluetooth To turn Bluetooth off or on. See Phone page Once you
connect to the service, follow the voice prompts to request the desired service, for example
traffic or directions. Once you select your destination, the system uploads your current vehicle
location, calculates a route based on current traffic conditions and sends it back to your
vehicle. Page MyFord Touch Disconnecting from SYNC Services To use voice commands, press
the To use the steering wheel controls, press voice button and say: and hold the hang-up phone
button on the steering wheel. Page Sirius Travel Link. Your primary responsibility is the safe
Note: Neither Sirius nor Ford is responsible operation of your vehicle. We recommend for any
errors or inaccuracies in the Sirius against the use of any handheld device Travel Link services
or its use in vehicles. Sports Info Touch this button to view scores and schedules from a variety
of sports. You can also save up to 10 favorite teams for easier access. Failure to do so may
cause serious injury to someone or damage the phone, If your vehicle is equipped with
Navigation, touch the I Information which could prevent Assist from Return to your cellular
phone number to process your account at Depending on your vehicle line Message Action and
Descrip- and option package, your climate screen tion may look different from the screen
shown here. Page MyFord Touch Recirculated air: Touch to turn the recirculated air on or off
which may reduce the amount of time needed to cool down the interior and help reduce odors
from reaching the interior. Page MyFord Touch To choose a previous destination, For an
address destination entry, press: press: Menu Item Action and Descrip- Menu Item Action and
Descrip- tion tion Pressing this button Previous Destina- The last 20 destina- makes the address
tions tions you have location appear on selected appear. This may not be very useful in dense
areas, and may clutter the map when other points of interest display. Page Map Mode MyFord
Touch Menu Item Second Level Messages, Actions and Descriptions Avoid Areas Choose areas
which you want the system to avoid when calculating a route for you Then select any of the
following: Once you make a selection, the system tries to avoid the area s if possible for all
routes. Page MyFord Touch 3D map mode provides an synchronizes with vehicle speed. The

elevated perspective of the map. Page MyFord Touch Home indicates the location on
Destination symbol indicates the the map currently stored as the ending point of a planned
route. Page MyFord Touch Use the website at any time to check your phone's compatibility,
register your Websites account and set preferences as well as For more Make sure to confirm
when prompted by your phone during the phonebook download. I am having trouble This is a
phone-dependent Go to the website to review connecting my phone to Make sure you are using
the manufacturer's cable. Page MyFord Touch Voice command issues Issue Possible cause s
Possible solution s The system may not be Make sure you are saying the reading the name the
same contacts exactly as they are way you are saying it. For example, if you Contacts in your
phonebook save a contact as Joe may be very short and Page Accessories Ford dealer for the
Contact an authorized dealer for details manufacturer's limited warranty details and a copy of
the warranty. In addition, you may also adversely affect the performance of other electrical
systems in the vehicle. Page Certificate s of Authenticity , and the the process. It is your
responsibility to monitor your attention away from the road, any speech recognition functions
included and possibly cause an accident or other in the system and address any errors. Page
Appendices Potential Map Inaccuracy: Maps used Telenav may revise this Agreement and by
this system may be inaccurate because the privacy policy at any time, with or of changes in
roads, traffic controls or without notice to you. You agree to visit driving conditions. Page
Appendices 2. Account Information or proprietary rights, rights of publicity or privacy or other
rights of any party, ii You agree: a when registering the violates any law, statute, ordinance or
Telenav Software, to provide Telenav with regulation, including but not limited to laws true,
accurate, current, and complete and regulations related to spamming, information about
yourself, and b to Any such sale, assignment or Website or by downloading such Notices
transfer that is not expressly permitted to your wireless device. If you desire to under this
paragraph will result in withdraw your consent to receive Notices immediate termination of this
Agreement, electronically, you must discontinue your Page Appendices Agreement , and thus
your use of the 9. Copyright Notice: In connection with B. Canada Data. Page Appendices either
express or implied, arising by II. Page Appendices A. Third Party Notices. Any and all copies V.
Page Extended Service Plan Esp 3. Transferable Coverage 4. Extended Service Plan coverage
expires, Ford Extended Service Plan is honored by you can transfer any remaining coverage all
authorized Ford dealers in the U. Ford Extended Service Plan scheduled maintenance, and
selected is the only service contract backed by Ford wear items. The coverage is prepaid, so
Motor Company of Canada, Limited. Page Scheduled Maintenance If you do not use Ford
authorized parts they you sell or trade it. Keep all receipts for may not meet our specifications
and completed maintenance with your vehicle. Page When the oil change message appears in
Additives and Chemicals the information display, it is time for an oil This owner's manual and
the Ford change. Make sure you perform the oil Workshop Manual list the recommended
change within two weeks or miles additives and chemicals for your vehicle. Page Scheduled
Maintenance Check every month Engine oil level. Function of all interior and exterior lights.
Tires including spare for wear and proper pressure. Windshield washer fluid level. Check every
six months Battery connections. Clean if necessary. Body and door drain holes for
obstructions. Cooling system fluid level and coolant strength. Page Normal Scheduled
Maintenance Scheduled Maintenance Multi-Point inspection Accessory drive belt s Hazard
warning system operation Battery performance Horn operation Engine air filter Radiator, cooler,
heater and air conditioning hoses Exhaust system Suspension components for leaks or damage
Exterior lamps operation Steering and linkage Tires including spare for wear and proper Fluid
levels ; Page Scheduled Maintena
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nce At every oil change interval as indicated by the information display Inspect steering
linkage, ball joints, suspension and tie-rod ends. Lubricate if equipped with grease fittings.
Inspect the wheels and related components for abnormal noise, wear, looseness or drag. Page
miles kilometers. Ford Motor Company, however, urges you to have all recommended
maintenance services performed at the specified intervals and to record all vehicle service.
Vehicles operated in Replacement these conditions require frequent inspection and
replacement of the engine The life of the engine air filter and cabin air air filter and cabin air
filter. Page Index Audio System Page Index Booster Seats Page Index Information Messages
Page Index Luggage Covers Page Index Phone Page Index Roadside Assistance Page Index
Trip Computer Page Index Using Traction Control Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
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